
 

 

TVAEA Summer Workshop 
Wednesday, July 28

th
, 2021 

VB Art Center | 532 Virginia Beach Blvd, Virginia Beach, VA 23451  

  

$15 for AM or PM for Members ($30 for both)  

$30 for AM or PM for Non-Members ($60 for both) 

Spots are limited due to social-distancing restrictions! Sign up soon 

to save your spot at this year’s Summer Workshop. We look forward to 

creating with you! 
 

Please sign up for the sessions by Wednesday, July 14
th

. If you are not already a member of the VAEA,  

please consider joining! No refunds will be given for the workshop after July 14
th

.     Registration: https://tvaea.square.site/  

 

Schedule  

8:30-9:00 | AM Check In  

9:00-11:00 | AM Sessions 

11:00-12:00 | ViBe Mural Tour (Optional) 

11:30-12:00 | PM Check In 

12:00-2:00 | PM Sessions 

2:00-3:00 | ViBe Mural Tour (Optional) 

Please fill out the Survey at the end of the Workshop! Your input is so important to us! 

Sessions 
Choose one option for the morning and/or one for the afternoon! 

AM 

Option 1: 

Pottery Wheel 
Taught by Andrea 

Eisenberger in the 

Bailey Ceramic 

Studio 

Option 2: 

Intro to Cold Wax 

and Oil 
Taught by Janet Ogren 

in the Jean Rawls 

Classroom 

Option 3: 

Art of Portraits 
Taught by Rowena 

Finn in the Brock 

Gallery 

Option 4: AM only 

Plein Air Painting 
Taught by Jean Hurst. 

Meet at VB-AC and drive 

to Red Wing Park (1398 

General Booth Blvd 

23451) 

Option 5: 

Photography on Your 

Feet 
Taught by Sandi Snider. 

Check in at VB-AC and 

wander around the 

oceanfront 

PM 

Option 1: 

Pottery Wheel 
Taught by Andrea 

Eisenberger in the Bailey 

Ceramic Studio 

Option 2: 

Intro to Cold Wax and Oil 
Taught by Janet Ogren 

in the Jean Rawls Classroom 

Option 3: 

Art of Portraits 
Taught by Rowena Finn 

in the Brock Gallery 

Option 4: 

Photography on Your Feet 
Taught by Sandi Snider. Check in 

at VB-AC and wander around the 

oceanfront 

For the safety of yourself, your instructors, and 

others, we do ask that you wear your mask! We 

recommend bringing an extra one, especially if 

your first one gets clay or paint on it. Thank you 

for your consideration and cooperation! 

https://tvaea.square.site/


Session Description, Material Cost, and Supply List 

 
Pottery Intro to Throwing on the Wheel: | Instructor - Andrea Eisenberger 

Learn to throw on the wheel!  The instructor will demonstrate and then help you learn to center the clay and throw a pot or 

a bowl.  The instructor will also demonstrate how to trim the piece and what other finishing touches are needed before the 

piece goes in the kiln.  Students will take home pieces and will finish and fire them on their own. Instructor will also add "tips 

for teachers" to help you communicate with your students when you teach them these skills. 

Students need:  clothes that can get dirty, close-toed shoes, hair pulled back, a hand towel, a cardboard box for transporting 

your greenware home. 

Art Center Provides:  reclaimed clay, studio tools to share, a tip sheet for finishing the pieces at home 

 

Cold Wax and Oil: Instructor - Janet Ogren 

In the past few years, interest in Cold Wax Medium has grown at a phenomenal rate, even though it is not new and has 

existed in some form for centuries. Learn about Cold Wax Medium and Oil and discover the unique properties of 

translucency, body and enhanced drying time.  CWM is not just for abstract painting; the possibilities are many. 

Students may want to watch some artists on YouTube before the session: Pamela Caughey, Sally Hirst and Lisa Broadwine 

are a few. 

Supplies Students Need to Bring:  palette knives, spreaders such as old credit cards, Squeegees, silicone dough or bowl 

scrapers, a brayer if you have one, natural fiber brushes (optional), oil paints, if you have them. 

Supplies Instructor will provide:  Painting Surface. Palette paper, cold wax, oil paints and texture tools supplied. 

 

The Art of Portraits: Instructor - Rowena Finn 

The first part of this session will be an exploration of the art in “A Show of Heads,” the exhibition in the Brock 

Gallery.  The instructor will facilitate a discussion about selected artworks and how the artist created a “portrait” of the 

person beyond the facial features.  After the discussion, participants will sketch portraits of one or more models with an 

emphasis on the face, as well as conveying personality through the portrait. 

Supplies Students Need to Bring:  Sketch pad, drawing pencils, eraser 

 

Plein Air Painting (AM ONLY): Instructor - Jean Hearst 

Learn tips for painting in the outdoors and enjoy a day, rain or shine, of painting the way the masters did!  If you have never 

painted “en plein air” before, you will enjoy the freshness and energy that this approach brings to your art.  Participants can 

use any media—watercolor, oil, acrylic, pastel, colored pencil, etc.  The beginning of the session will focus on things to 

consider in composition and execution, such as narrowing down the subject, or accounting for humidity with acrylics or 

watercolors.  Time will be spent painting and will end with a friendly critique/discussion of the art and the experience.   

Supplies Students Need to Bring: portable chair, all painting supplies (media of choice), water and wash cup (if using water 

media), easel or board for painting surface, sunscreen, hat, camera for taking reference photos (for finishing afterwards if 

needed), drinking water. 

 

Photography on your Feet: Instructor - Sandi Snider 

Sharpen your photography skills in this walkabout session.  Participants will learn about how to frame and compose photos 

and some basic skills on how to use camera settings to get a desired effect.  The group will start in the ViBe district and 

photograph architecture, then move toward the Oceanfront to catch imagery of the beach.  This session will be held rain or 

shine, so be prepared with an umbrella if needed!  Meet at Brock Gallery at 9:00 or 12:00 to depart for your photography 

adventure.  

Supplies Students Need to Bring:  Camera (fancy, or iPhone), Camera Manual, Notebook for note taking, umbrella (if 

threatening weather), sun hat/sunscreen, drinking water 

 


